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Abstract 
MIPI CPHY is gaining traction on AR and VR prototyping and production devices. Its 

applications include but are not limited to Simultaneous Locating and Mapping (SLAM), 

Mixed Reality (MR) pass through cameras, depth sensing and display. Thanks to CPHY's 

advanced coding scheme that enables 2.28 bit per symbol, lower pin count with smaller 

PCB area, better power consumptions per bit, and EMI advantages. These prototyping 

and production devices might consist of multiple rigid-flex PCBs, micro-coax cables, 

connectors, and other passive and active components, which degrade link signal integrity 

(SI) even at a relatively low baud rate. As a result, it is critical to understand how 

sensitive CPHY high-speed signal waveform and link margin to the key system design 

parameters are, such as I/O parasitic capacitance, jitter, rise/fall time, and channel. 

Unfortunately, above mentioned parameter information is not always completely 

available. This paper explores a SI virtuous cycle workflow to fill the gap. The proposed 

SI workflow significantly improved the measurement to simulation correlation in terms 

of eye margin, jitter, and transition density, hence further enhances pre-layout simulation 

accuracy and predictivity for the current design cycle and new products. 
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I. Introduction 
CPHY is becoming more popular on the exponentially growing VR/MR/Smart Glass 

devices and will likely also be utilized on future AR devices. The importance of CMOS 

image sensors (CISs) on these devices keeps increasing to achieve high fidelity MR, eye 

tracking and face tracking, as well as the high-performance frame rate, color depth and 

image resolution requirements [1-5]. Along with the MIPI DPHY interface, CPHY is 

being explored in these use cases to increase the interface bandwidth [6-10] and to reduce 

pin count, PCB area, electromagnetic interference (EMI) and power. CPHY employs 

signaling methods that rely on a hybrid single-ended and differential signaling scheme 

and three-level signal modulation. CPHY achieves a throughput of approximately 

2.3b/symbol by implementing a three-phase encoded transmission system with an 

embedded clock through three wires per lane, as shown in the conceptual circuit diagram 

in Figure 1 [7, 11]. The CPHY receiver is made of three differential Rx’s, each one 

receives the difference between AB, BC, and CA. All in all, CPHY can achieve up to 

40% signal count and 12.5% data transition rate reduction or 10% signal count and 40% 

transition rate reduction to reach the same bandwidth throughput compared to DPHY, 

depending on two or three CPHY lanes are used to replace a 4 lane DPHY bus. CPHY is 

mainly used in short channel conditions where channel length and insertion loss (IL) 

between the CIS and the application processor are short and less than 3dB. However, it is 

necessary that CPHY also reliably supports longer and more lossy channels for the wide 

variety of applications in the VR/AR/MR prototyping, research, and production space. As 

the symbol rate and channel complexity increases, the signal integrity of the CPHY 

signals can be further degraded due to higher channel IL and level-dependent inter-

symbol interference (ISI) [11]. As a result, it is critical to accurately simulate the CPHY 

channels at the early design stage. 

 

 
Figure1. The transmitter and receiver circuits in a three-phase encoded link [7] 
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However, the CPHY modeling ecosystem is in a stage whereas the SI essentials such as 

IP details, IBIS model standard, and model-tool interoperability are lacking and/or vary 

from vendor to vendor, and tool to tool. As a result, generic and CPHY specification 

inspired assumptions together with the available IBIS models are both needed in CPHY 

SI simulations to complement each other. However, their correlation to measurement 

could still be off. Furthermore, CPHY measurement could be daunting with plenty of 

nitty gritty scope and probing setup details to be ironed out, given the multilevel signal 

modulation and high-speed (HS) low-power (LP) combination nature of the CPHY 

signal. Both simulation and measurement pose their own challenges and yet they must go 

hand in hand for designers to predict the CPHY link performance on any devices or 

hardware development platforms, especially for systems that are marginally meeting the 

CPHY specification eye mask and has high possibility of failing at process, voltage, and 

temperature corners. This study has been conducted primarily for the connection of 

cameras to a host processor. Nevertheless, the methods and conclusions can be applied to 

many other applications such as displays. 

 

This paper addresses the above-mentioned CPHY modeling, measurement, and 

correlation challenges with a three-pronged approach: ADS and CIS IBIS model based 

CPHY transient simulation workflow (ACIC), lab measured eye-diagram-based 

simulation assumption adjustments, and statistics based CPHY link margin sensitivity 

analysis. The approach is scalable to multiple parallel projects and prototype builds when 

the same CIS IPs are used. Hence, overall SI accuracy and productivity are enhanced 

many-folds when working across a variety of product portfolios. The paper presents the 

full CPHY modeling, measurement, and correlation workflow with demonstration of 

significant eye diagram correlation improvements by identifying and updating the most 

sensitive parameters in a CPHY link. Detailed simulation methodology, measurement 

setup and trade-offs and incremental correlation improvements are going to be presented 

in the simulation methods, measurements, and correlation results sections.  

 

II. Simulation Methods 
A SLAM CPHY link on an early prototype AR device was used as a case study to 

demonstrate a full CPHY SI virtuous cycle, i.e., modeling, measurement, correlation, 

improving model quality and prediction. Simulation methods used in the case study are 

detailed in this section. 

 

II.1 Passive channel modeling  

The SLAM CPHY link schematic is shown in Figure 2. The components of camera 

module flex, main board rigid PCB transmission lines, MUX to connector rigid PCB, 

vertical via transitions, and package, snapshots shown in Figure 2, were extracted with 

full-wave HFSS 3D Layout. Their S-parameters together with other vendor provided 

connector and multiplexer (MUX) models were concatenated to build the end-to-end 

channel model from camera to the application processor (AP). The end-to-end channel S-

parameter will be used in section II.3.  
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Figure 2. The SLAM CPHY link and component snapshots 

 

Channel insertion loss (IL), return loss (RL), and characteristic impedance are shown in 

Figure 3. The IL is at 3.3dB at 1.25GHz, which can be characterized as a standard 

channel by CPHY specification. Characteristic impedance and unit loss of each channel 

section are broken down to understand flex and rigid PCB differences and link 

component discontinuities. Passive channel model to TDR and VNA measurement 

correlation will be discussed in the Measurement and Correlation sections.  

 

 
Figure 3. The SLAM CPHY link impedance profile on the left, and channel IL and RL on 

the right 

 

II.2 Time domain transient simulation  

The Tx signals on each wire of the CPHY trio/lane are kept at three different voltage 

levels by the CPHY encoder. The encoder also restricts the signal level combination on 

each trio/lane to 6 wire states which guarantees a state-transition exists at every symbol 

boundary, for clock timing recovery within the symbol and other benefits. It also ensures 

that the differential input at all three Rx’s is non-zero, and that the common mode of all 3 

signals is constant. The possible state-transitions are illustrated in the state diagram in 

Figure 4. The symbol value is defined by the change in wire state values from one unit 

interval to the next. Figure 5 shows all processes involved in the transmission of bit data 

from the transmitter to the reception of the bits at the receiver. Please refer to reference 

[7] for detailed discussion on these concepts and their implementations, which are out of 

the scope of this paper. This paper focuses on physical layer signal transmission and their 

signal integrity. 
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Figure 4. Stage diagram showing all six wire states and all possible transitions [7] 

 

 

 
Figure 5. End-to-end transmission of data, 16-bit word conversion to channel states [7] 

 

To meet all the symbol and wire state constraints mentioned above, predefined bit 

sequences on each CPHY wire with CPHY specification compliant state-transitions are 

either generated manually or by scripting in HSPICE netlist simulation decks and a few 

other transient simulators. These bit patterns typically contain not enough number of bits 

to generate low bit error rate (BER) eye diagrams, meanwhile post-processing methods 

for triggered CPHY eyes construction are usually not readily available.   

 

ACIC takes advantage of the ADS built-in CPHY transceiver models to overcome the 

arbitrary data pattern generation and eye diagram building challenges, and more benefits 

which will be discussed momentarily. An ACIC block diagram setup in ADS is shown in 

Figure 6. Tx_Cphy1 and Rx_Cphy1 are ADS generic CPHY transceiver models, three 

IBIS pin models are used to take CIS vendor provided CPHY transmitter IBIS models. 

On the transmitter side, ACIC can stimulate the channel with LFSR or user defined data 

patterns of any number of bits, add delays to each wire, apply advanced Tx equalization 
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(TxEQ), and enable random jitter, periodic jitter, and clock duty cycle distortion (DCD). 

These are complementary features and information to the IBIS models from the CIS 

vendors, which mostly only provide transient waveform information currently. On the 

receiver side, ACIC can apply informative continuous time linear equalization (CTLE) as 

well as user defined zero-pole based CTLE curves. The CphyEye_Probe in ADS can 

easily plot waveform, eye density, separate eye density, jitter and UI, eye height, eye 

width, and CPHY mask violation. Together with the batch mode simulation and parallel 

computing support in ADS channel simulation true statistical analysis of CPHY channels 

can be achieved to cover possible corner cases and failures per million parts (UPM). This 

is discussed in the statistical analysis section next. The holistic coverage of process, 

voltage, and temperature (PVT) and manufacturing variations warranty a robust SI 

performance with proper CPHY IP selection and channel topology landing zone. 

 

 
Figure 6. ADS setup combining generic CPHY tranceiver and CIS IBIS models for Tx 

amplitude sweep 

 

However, output amplitudes at a, b and c in Figure 6 directly depend on the values of 

Vhigh/Vmid/Vlow settings in the Tx_Cphy1 Waveform tab. To accurately fit ACIC 

results to HSPICE output amplitudes a Vhigh/Vmid/Vlow sweep is highly recommended. 

This is not only because it is desirable to representatively reproduce the signals in ACIC 

but also amplitudes such as VOD-weak1 and VOD-weak0 are de facto deciding factors 

whether a CPHY eye passes the CPHY eye mask at the receiver, this will be discussed by 

comparing to all the other parameters of a CPHY link in section II. 3. The results of this 

in turn determine rigid flex printed circuit board (PCB) and/or cable length and material 

selections, and necessity of transceiver equalization. 

 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show single-ended A/B/C signal waveforms at Tx output simulated 

with HSPICE and ACIC, respectively. A 375Msps PRBS9 pattern was used for the 

amplitude matching sweep per CPHY conformance test suite (CTS) requirement. High 

speed differential voltages VOD-AB-Strong1, VOD-AB-Weak1, VOD-AB-Weak0, 

VOD-AB-Strong0, static common-point voltage VCPTX, and single-ended output high 

voltage VOHHS from HSPICE, ACIC and vendor provided Tx conformance 

measurement results are summarized in Table 1. The two simulation results match 

reasonably well. They both present a 0-7mV discrepancy to the measurements probably 

due to test setup and measurement errors. This serves as the first-order modeling and 

measurement validation for ACIC. ACIC will be used throughout the paper for 

simulations and correlations. First pass link SI health metrics such as link margin and 
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total jitter were also extracted from the simulated eye diagrams and waveforms. They 

serve as the initial simulation outputs for the correlation step.  

 

 
Figure 7 Single-ended A/B/C signal waveforms at Tx output simulated with HSPICE 

 
Figure 8. Single-ended A/B/C signal waveforms at Tx simulated with ACIC 
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Table 1. CPHY HS multilevel signal modulation correlation between ACIC, HSPICE and 

Tx conformance measurements 

 

II.3 Statistical Analysis 

As mentioned in II.2 Tx amplitude is one deciding factor for a CPHY channel to pass 

CPHY eye mask. Tx amplitudes at slow, typical, and fast silicon corners are compared in 

Figure 9. Eye height reduced 66mV from the fast corner to the slow corner. To put this 

into perspective Design of Experiment (DOE) and response surface model (RSM) based 

statistical SI analysis was used to understand how the design behaves as the physical and 

electrical characteristics of the system components change. ACIC simulated CPHY eye 

heights and eye widths from multiple observations that are generated from different 

combinations of model inputs. SLAM case study channel CPHY ACIC simulation 

schematic is shown in Figure 10, CPHY_channel is the S-parameter from II.1. The 

number of observations and choice of input combinations is determined via the DOE 

approach. DOE is a discipline that allows us to design experiments that will result in the 

creation of accurate models that require a minimal number of observations to obtain a 

good fit. This will significantly reduce the number of simulations needed to create a 

reliable RSM. RSM applies linear regression techniques to create a statistical model that 

predicts the system response as the inputs vary, the system model is a linear equation via 

least squares fitting technique. The model is then used to predict the output of the system 

in response to arbitrary combinations of input. IBIS corner is among the six variables that 

cover PVT and manufacturing variations. 34 DOE cases were chosen to be simulated and 

they were run in parallel in ADS batch simulator. Model fit summary and eye 

height/width parameter prediction profiler and channel parameter significance table are 

shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. IBIS corner is listed as the most significant parameter 

among all the variables. The statistical method is a powerful tool being used in Meta 

Reality Labs for pre-layout and post-layout SI sensitivity and UPM analysis, but the 

details are out of the scope of this paper. Other factors such as jitter and parasitic 

capacitance and their impact on simulation to measurement correlation are going to be 

discussed in Section IV.  

 

 
Figure 9. Waveform comparison for different Tx silicon corners 
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Figure 10. SLAM channel CPHY ACIC simulation schematic 

 

 
Figure 11. Model fit summary and eye height/width parameter prediction profiler  
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Figure 12. Channel parameter significance table 

 

III. Measurement Methods and Results 
This paper takes advantage of the iterative nature of the consumer electronics design 

cycles to carry out measurements on early prototypes. By doing this early simulation 

assumptions such as Tx amplitudes, Tx rise/fall time, Tx jitter, Tx/Rx parasitic 

capacitance, and PCB dielectric constant (dk), which are not necessarily covered by the 

transceiver IBIS models and PCB vendors, can be extracted, validated, and reused.  

 

III.1 Passive channel measurements 

The passive CPHY link between MUX and AP was measured with a Keysight PNA 

N5247. S-parameter of three single-ended signals were measured from 0-20GHz with 

1600 data points. The camera module flex PCB was not measured due to lab limitations. 

The PCB routing from AP to MUX was measured and compared to the simulation as 

shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14. Results matched well at lower frequencies where the 
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Nyquist frequency of the operating symbol rate 1500Msps is well covered. Adjustment to 

the dk value had to be made to get a better match. Similar adjustments were made to the 

rest part of the channel to improve channel S-parameter accuracy. 

 

 
Figure 13. SLAM channel IL (a) simulation, (b) measurement  

 

 
Figure 14. SLAM channel RL (a) simulation, (b) measurement 

 

III.2 Transient and eye measurements 

The time domain waveforms and eye diagrams of the CPHY link were measured with a 

Keysight UXR0334A scope and InfiniiMaxx series active probes. Figure 15 shows the 

measurement setup with three differential probes soldered onto the CPHY test points, and 

the calibrated probe heads. Two probe system options with their model numbers and 

bandwidths are listed in Table 2. With system B being the RCRC architecture and having 

a wider bandwidth it was deceptive that it is better than system A for the measurements. 

However, the CPHY eye diagrams in Figure 16 suggest the opposite. This is potentially 

due to lower input loading at mid-band ranges of RC probes, and they preserved the wave 

shape better in CPHY measurements. Eye diagrams at symbol rates 375Msps, 750Msps 

and 1500Msps are measured with system A as shown in Figure 17. The eye diagrams and 

waveforms will be used in the Correlation Results section. 

 

 
Figure 15. Scope setup: three probe tips soldered onto the device, scope, and probe heads 
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Table 2. Probing system: (A) RC architecture (B) RCRC architecture 

 

 
Figure 16. CPHY eyes measurements: (A) RC architecture (B) RCRC architecture 

 

 
Figure 17. Eye diagrams at symbol rates: 375Msps, 750Msps and 1500Msps 
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IV. Correlation Results 
Voltage level, rise and fall time (Tr/f), timing, signal transitions, eye opening shape, and 

jitter probability distribution function (PDF) are correlation criteria used in this section, 

their illustrations are marked in Figure 18. Most of them are measurable, except for jitter 

as the jitter decomposition method is still being developed for CPHY. Voltage amplitude 

has been discussed in length in section II and they are matched for all signal levels. Other 

circuit parameters are adjusted to mee the other correlation criteria.   

 

 
Figure 18. Eye diagram and waveform correlation criteria definitions 

 

Eye diagrams would not match without a good waveform match, rise and fall time is best 

measured in a regular time domain waveform as shown in Figure 19. Signals are with 

slower than expected slew rates indicating higher paracitic capacitance in the channel. 

 

 
Figure 19. Time domain waveform of the measured CPHY signals 
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Transceiver pad capacitances are investigated in ACIC. 1.5pf and 1pf pad capacitance on 

Tx and Rx were used as initial assumptions and their corresponding rise and fall time are 

in the 200ps range, which is about half of the measured values. Tr/f increases to about 

300ps when maximum allowed Cpad values of 3pf/3pf (Tx Cpad/Rx Cpad), still 25% 

lower than the measured 441.1ps. To match the measured Tr/f the Cpad value 

combination was set to about 3pf/5pf. The Tr/f sweep against Tx Cpad/Rx Cpad are 

presented in Figure 20. Test pads and active probes do add additional capacitive loading 

to the channel, but should be less than 1pf. Other possible factors would need to be 

identified with more measurements and communication to the silicon and test equipmet 

vendors.  

 

 
Figure 20. Rise and fall time sweep versus Tx Cpad and Rx Cpad 

 

Eye diagrams for Cpad combinations of 3pf/5pf, 3pf/3pf, and 3pf/2pf were summarized 

in Figure 21. 15ps RJrms were used for all three cases. 3pf/5pf combination results in the 

best match to the measurement. The eye diagram results also indicate excessive parasitic 

capacitance in the channel. 

 

Jitter was also investigated in the correlation process, keep Cpad combination at 3pf/5pf. 

Results are summarized in Figure 22. Each of the jitter number represents 

approximatedly 7.5%, 15% and 30% UI at 1500 Msps. 15ps RJrms results in the best 

match to the measurement. Only random jitter was dialed in in this study, the results 

could be with some level of pessimistic. However, different jitter combinations of 

random jitter, periodic jitter, and clock DCD are out of the scope of this paper, since the 

simulation results with the adjusted assumptions already match the measuremts well, as 

shown in the measulaltion (measurment-simulation) eye diagram.  
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Figure 21. Eye diagrams for Cpad combinations of 3pf/5pf, 3pf/3pf, and 3pf/2pf 
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Figure 22. Eye diagrams for RJrms: 7.5ps, 15ps, and 30ps 
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Figure 23. The measulaltion (measurment-simulation) eye diagram 

 

 
Figure 24. Eye mismatches between the final simulation and measurement eye diagrams  

 

V. Conclusion 
With the three-pronged approach CIS and SOC CPHY electrical characteristics such as 

capacitance loading, and jitter were extracted from measurements and validated on early 

prototype but electrically functioning devices. These extracted values of the link are 

updated in simulations to match the measured eyes and waveforms. Significantly 

improved simulation eye diagrams and model quality were achieved with the updated 

assumptions and the method. Subtle discrepancies still exist between the final simulated 

and measured eye, such as the additional jitter distribution in area 1 in Figure 24, and 

transition densities in areas 2-5. Most of these should not prevent the method from 

accurately predicting the UPM of the CPHY link except for area 1, which should be 

further investigated. 
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